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Abstract
A key aspect in any process-oriented organisation is the evaluation of pro-
cess performance for the achievement of its strategic and operational goals.
Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) are a key asset to carry out this eval-
uation, and, therefore, having an appropriate definition of these PPIs is cru-
cial. After a careful review of the literature related and a study of the current
picture in different real organisations, we conclude that there not exists any
proposal that allows to define PPIs in a way that is unambiguous and highly
expressive, understandable by technical and non-technical users and trace-
able with the business process (BP). In addition, like other activities carried
out during the BP lifecycle, the management of PPIs is considered time-
consuming and error-prone. Therefore, providing an automated support for
them is very appealing from a practical point of view.
In this paper, we propose the PPINOT metamodel, which allows such
an advanced definition of PPIs and is independent of the language used to
model the business process. Furthermore, we provide an automatic semantic
mapping from the metamodel to Description Logics (DLs) that allows the
implementation of design-time analysis operations in such a way that DL
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reasoners’ facilities can be leveraged. These operations provide information
that can assist process analysts in the definition and instrumentation of PPIs.
Finally, to validate the usefulness of our proposal, we have used the PPINOT
metamodel at the core of a software tool called the PPINOT tool suite and
we have applied it in several real scenarios.
Keywords: Business Process Management, Process Performance
Measurement, Process Performance Indicators, Automated Analysis
1. Introduction
Business Process Management (BPM) intends to support business pro-
cesses using methods, techniques, and software to design, enact, control and
analyse operational processes involving humans, organisations, applications,
documents and other sources of information [1]. There exists a growing in-
terest in business processes (BPs) for both, academia and business. Many
companies are taking this process-oriented perspective in their business, as
a way of identifying which steps really create value, who is involved in the
process and which is the exchanged information; ultimately, finding out how
to improve, where to increase quality, reduce waste or save time [2].
To achieve this improvement of processes, it is important to evaluate
their performance, since it helps organisation to define and measure progress
towards their goals. Performance requirements on business processes can be
specified by means of Process Performance Indicators (PPIs), a particular
case of KPIs. PPIs can be defined as quantifiable metrics that allow to
evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of business processes. They can be
measured directly by data that is generated within the process flow and are
aimed at the process controlling and continuous optimization [3].
According to Franceschini et al. [4] and based on the conclusions drawn
in our previous works [5, 6], four requirements for the definition of PPIs can
be established: (1) expressiveness, the definition should be unambiguous and
complete; (2) understandability, PPIs should be understood and accepted by
process managers and employees; (3) traceability with the business process,
enabling to maintain coherence between both assets, BP models and PPIs;
and (4) possibility to be automatically analysed, allowing thus not only to
gather the information required to calculate PPI values, but also to infer
knowledge to answer questions like what are the business process elements
related to PPI P?.
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Unfortunately, in practice, PPIs are usually defined either in an informal
and ad-hoc way, usually in natural language, with its well-known problems
of ambiguity, lack of coherence/traceability with the process, incompleteness
(missing information), and not amenable to automated analysis; or they are
defined from an implementation perspective, at a very low level, and too close
to the technical view, becoming thus hardly understandable to managers and
users and losing the perspective of the higher-level process. Furthermore,
there is a significative lack of support of standard business process notations
such as BPMN [7] or BPEL [8] to define such PPIs.
From an academic point of view, There already exists a number of re-
search proposals to define PPIs, but we argue that none of them cover all
of the four critical elements for indicators because of the following reasons.
First, they do not allow a complete definition of PPIs due to their limited
expressiveness. Most proposals allow the definition of PPIs related to control
flow and time. However, only Wetzstein et al. [9] allow the definition of PPIs
related to the state of the process and none of them can define PPIs related
to data. They also have limited expressiveness regarding the definition of
PPIs based on aggregated or derived measures and in the definition of the
period of analysis of the PPIs. A second issue of current proposals is that
in several of these proposals there is just a partial traceability between PPIs
and BP models. This may cause maintenance problems to keep the coher-
ence between both assets and it is also an important limitation to instrument
the information systems of the organisation to take the measures, specially
when these information systems are BPMS (Business Process Management
Systems). Finally, the automated analysis of the PPIs that these proposals
allow is almost inexistent. Only Popova et al. [10] provide mechanisms to
analyse the relationships between PPIs at design-time.
From this discussion we conclude that a definition of PPIs that fulfills
the aforementioned requirements is still an unresolved challenge. In this
paper we address this challenge by presenting the PPINOT metamodel of
which a preliminary version was introduced at [5]. Furthermore, we also
introduce a design-time analysis of the relationships between PPIs and BP
elements to automatically find out the business process elements that may
have an influence on a PPI and the BP elements that must be measured to
calculate the PPIs. The main benefits of our contribution can be summarised
as follows:
1. The PPINOT metamodel allows an unambiguous and complete defini-
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tion of PPIs. It allows the definition of all of the PPIs found in the
literature review and addresses all of the aforementioned limitations.
Furthermore, its expressiveness has been tested in several real scenarios
so that it can provide a solid basis for defining PPIs in any organisation.
2. Since the PPINOT metamodel is at the same level of abstraction than
business processes rather than at a more technical level such as in-
formation systems logs, it is easier to understand by process man-
agers and employees. In fact, the PPINOT metamodel is the foun-
dation of a graphical notation that extends BPMN to define PPIs
(http://www.isa.us.es/ppinot/) and a set of templates and linguis-
tic patterns [11] designed to make PPIs easier to understand by non-
technical people.
3. A number of design-time analysis capabilities have been defined for
the PPINOT metamodel in terms of a set of analysis operations that
extract information from the relationships between PPIs and BP ele-
ments. Furthermore, these analysis operations are automated by map-
ping the PPINOT metamodel into a DL knowledge base and then using
standard DL reasoning operations to analyse it instead of implementing
ad-hoc analysis algorithms. This mapping can also be used to imple-
ment other new analysis operations such as the dependencies between
PPIs as outlined in [5].
4. A PPI defined using the PPINOT metamodel can always be traced
back to the BP elements used in its definition. This traceability pro-
vides several benefits such as the possibility to extract information
from the relationships between PPIs and BP elements by means of the
aforementioned analysis operations, or the implementation of a tool
that automatically instruments an open source BPMS to calculate the
values of PPIs.
5. The PPINOT metamodel is independent of the language used to model
the business process. In fact, a binding to use it with BPMN is de-
scribed in this paper.
To validate the usefulness of the PPINOT metamodel, we have devel-
oped a software tool called the PPINOT tool suite that uses the PPINOT
metamodel at its core to offer: (1) a graphical editor, which allows to model
PPIs over Business Process Diagrams (BPDs) using PPINOT graphical no-
tation; (2) a templates editor, which allows a textual definition of PPIs us-
ing templates and linguistic patterns; (3) an analyser, which implements the
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aforementioned design-time analysis operations, and (4) an instrumenter and
reporter, which allows to extract the information required to calculate the
values of the defined PPIs during business process execution in the BPMS
Activiti, and present a report with such values. Furthermore, we have ap-
plied our proposal in several real scenarios, namely: the IT Department of
the Andalusian Health Service, the Information and Communication Service
of the University of Seville, and the Consejer´ıa de Justicia y Administracio´n
Pu´blica of the Andalusian Local Government.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we intro-
duce the main concepts related to the definition and management of PPIs.
In Section 3 we propose PPINOT metamodel for the definition of PPIs, that
serves as a basis for the automated analysis presented in Section 4. Section 5
describes the formalisation of our proposal using Description Logic and the
implementation of the aforementioned automated analysis. Some implemen-
tation details are given in Section 6. Section 7 presents the application of our
approach to a real scenario. In Section 8, we describe the actions conducted
to validate our proposal. The related work is presented in Section 9. Finally,
Section 10 draws the conclusions from our work, summarizes the paper and
outlines our future work.
2. Definition and Management of PPIs
The management of PPIs can be divided into several steps.
To illustrate them, we present an excerpt of a real scenario that takes
place in the context of the IT Department of the Andalusian Health Service.
We focus on the business process of managing Request for Changes in the
existing Information Systems. This process was modelled by the quality office
of this department using BPMN, but for the sake of understandability, we
have simplified the real process obtaining the diagram depicted in Figure 1.
The process starts when the requester submits a Request For Change
(RFC). Then, the planning and quality manager must identify the priority
and analyse the request in order to make a decision. According to several
factors like the availability of resources, the requirements requested, and
others, the RFC will be either approved, cancelled, or raised to a committee
for them to make the decision.
The RFC is a data object with its states (cf. Figure 1) and some proper-
ties defined, from which we highlight the following ones, that will be referred
to throughout the paper: Project, which refers to the project to which such
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Figure 1: Process of the request for change management (simplified)
RFC is associated, InformationSystem, which defines the information system
for which a change is required or to which that change affects, type of change,
which classifies the change required in adaptive, corrective or perfective, and
priority, which refers to the importance of resolving that RFC.
After modelling the process, the first step is to define the PPIs that are
necessary to evaluate it. In our example, the IT department defined the
indicators using natural language and collected them in tables. Again, for
the sake of simplicity, we only show an excerpt of this table (Table 1). Target
values reflected in this table have been changed due to privacy reasons. The
responsible for all these PPIs defined in Table 1 is the “planning and quality
manager.”
Once PPIs are defined, the next step is to decide how to calculate them
from the data that is generated during the execution of the process. This
involves two actions: first, it is necessary to decide which measures must be
taken during the execution of the process to calculate the PPIs. For instance,
measures such as the moment when a RFC is received, the moment when
the committee starts and ends its analysis, or the number of RFCs received
6
Name Description Target value Scope
PPI1 RFCs cancelled from RFCs
registered
4% weekly
PPI2 Average time of committee
decision
1 working day weekly
PPI3 Corrective RFCs from ap-
proved RFCs
2% weekly
PPI4 Perfective and adaptive
RFCs from approved RFCs
4% weekly
PPI5 Average time of RFC analysis 2 working days weekly
PPI6 Number of RFCs under anal-
ysis
2 RFCs weekly
PPI7 Number of RFCs per type of
change
20 corrective RFCs
30 adaptive RFCs
20 perfective RFCs
monthly
PPI8 Number of RFCs per project
50 for project rr.hh
60 for project diraya
1 for project pharma
monthly
PPI9 Average lifetime of a RFC 3 working days monthly
Table 1: PPIs defined for the RFC management process
in a period of time should be taken in the Request for Change Management
to calculate PPI5, PPI2 and PPI7, respectively. The second action is to
decide how to obtain the measures that are necessary to calculate the PPIs.
This usually requires the instrumentation of the information systems that
support the business process so that it provides such measures. For instance,
configuring the event log of the information system appropriately or using
an API of the information system to query its history.
After deciding how measures are obtained, they must be actually gathered
during the execution of the process so that the values of the PPIs can be
calculated based on them. If the gathering of the measures is carried out
automatically, BAM techniques [12] can be used to provide near real time
monitoring of business activities, measurement of PPIs, their representation
in dashboards, and automatic and proactive notification in case of deviations
[13]. Furthermore, this information, either obtained automatically or not,
can be analysed using techniques from the fields of process mining [14, 15],
business process intelligence [16], data warehousing and classical data mining
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with the goal of evaluating and improving business process models and their
implementation.
Finally, PPIs can change because of an evolution of the business process
and, hence, they should be updated accordingly, or they can also change
independently of the business process. For instance, because there has been
a change in the business strategy that involve a change in the way a process
is evaluated, or because the evaluation of the PPIs has revealed they are
not measuring all important parts of the process. In any case, the change
involves a new definition of PPIs, either creating new ones or changing old
ones.
The management of PPIs that we have described can be improved by
the contributions presented in this paper as follows. On the one hand, the
PPINOT metamodel provides all of the steps that compose the PPI man-
agement with a common understanding of the PPIs defined for a business
process. This is a requirement to enable an automated management of PPIs
from their definition to their instrumentation, calculation or evaluation like
having a well-defined business process model is a requirement to enable an au-
tomated business process management. On the other hand, the design-time
analysis of the relationships between PPIs and BP elements can be used to
automatically find out the business process elements that may have an in-
fluence on a PPI at design-time, which helps during the definition of PPIs
to make sure that the PPIs measures all important parts of the process, and
the BP elements that must be measured to calculate the PPIs, which helps
in the step of deciding which measures must be taken during the execution
of the process to calculate the PPIs.
3. PPINOT: A Metamodel for Defining PPIs
When managing PPIs, the first obstacle is to delimit a PPI conceptually
since there is no consensus about the key elements and their relationships
that need to be taken into account when defining PPIs. Consequently, it
is necessary to design a representation simple and easy to understand, but
also expressive enough to accommodate the different domains and situations
where PPIs can be defined. In this paper, we tackle this problem by introduc-
ing the PPINOT metamodel. This metamodel is the result of an extensive
analysis of a variety of PPIs defined by different organisations, a careful
study of the related literature and a process of successive refinements of the
metamodel after applying it to different scenarios.
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The following sections detail the main features of the metamodel, which
has been driven by these requirements:
Must have a high expressiveness. The metamodel must have a high expres-
siveness with respect to three different dimensions:
• PPIs properties: As with other indicators, it is recommended that PPIs
satisfy the SMART criteria [17]. SMART is an abbreviation for five
characteristics of good indicators, namely: Specific (it has to be clear
what the indicator exactly describes), Measurable (it has to be possi-
ble to measure a current value and to compare it to the target one),
Achievable (it makes no sense to pursue a goal that will never be met),
Relevant (it must be aligned with a part of the organisation’s strategy,
something that really affects its performance) and Time-bounded (a
PPI only has a meaning if it is known the time period in which it is
measured). Therefore, the metamodel must include all the information
that is necessary to define PPIs according to the SMART criteria.
• Type of measure: The metamodel must be able to express the measures
used in all of the PPIs found in both the literature review and in the
organisations whose PPIs have been analysed so that it can provide a
solid basis for defining PPIs in any organisation.
• Type of scope: The metamodel must be able to express a variety of
filters that selects the process instances that are considered for the
computation of the PPI.
Must keep the traceability with a business process model. The definition of a
PPI in the metamodel must be done so that it can always be traced back to
the BP elements used in its definition. As stated in Section 1, this is a desir-
able property since it provides several benefits such as the implementation
of a tool that automatically instruments an open source BPMS to calculate
the values of PPIs.
Must be possible to use it with different business process modelling languages.
The metamodel must be independent of the language used to model the
business process, but it must be able to use it with standard business process
models such as BPMN.
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Figure 2: Abstract Business Process Modelling Language
3.1. An Abstract Business Process Modelling Language for Defining PPIs
The PPINOT metamodel must keep the traceability with a BP model,
which means it must include elements that relate PPIs with business process
elements. However, at the same time, it must be independent of the language
used to model the business process. To address both requirements at the same
time, the solution used in the PPINOT metamodel is to define an abstract
business process modelling language so that any business process modelling
language whose elements can be mapped to it can be used together with
the PPINOT metamodel. Note that the abstract business process modelling
language is not a complete BP modelling language, but only includes the
minimum set of elements that is necessary to define PPIs.
The Abstract Business Process Modelling Language is composed of the
elements depicted in Figure 2. Every business process includes BP elements
that can be flow elements or DataObjects. BP flow elements have two rela-
tionships: suc and prec that references to the BP flow elements that succeeds
or precedes the BP flow element in the control flow, respectively. They also
have a dataOutput relationship to relate BP flow elements with the data
object they modify. Examples of flow elements in typical BP modelling lan-
guages are activities or events. Regarding data objects, they have a set of
data properties defined.
Any BP element when instantiated has a state associated that changes as
the process instance is executed. The set of state values for every BP element
changes depending on the language or notation. Except for DataObjects,
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whose state values are usually defined by the user, we consider that there
exist one or a set of values corresponding to the start or activation of the BP
element, and one or a set of values for its end. For instance, in BPMN 2.0 ac-
tivities can have the following states: ready, active, withdrawn, completing,
completed, failing, failed, terminating, terminated, compensating and com-
pensated. In this case, the start corresponds to the change to state active,
and the end can correspond to withdrawn, completed, failed, terminated or
compensated.
Any business process modelling language that we want to use together
with the PPINOT metamodel must be bound to this abstract business pro-
cess modelling language. This binding involve two actions: mapping the
elements of the BP modelling language to the ones used in the abstract BP
modelling language and defining which elements can be used together with
the modelling concepts defined by the PPINOT metamodel. Appendix C
provide details about how this binding can be done with BPMN 2.0.
3.2. Conceptual Modelling of PPIs
Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) can be defined as quantifiable
metrics that allow to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of business
processes. They can be measured directly by data that is generated within
the process flow and are aimed at the process controlling and continuous
optimization [3]. The PPINOT metamodel models a PPI (c.f. Figure 3)
according to this definition and taking into account the requirement that its
properties must include all the information that is necessary to define PPIs
according to the SMART criteria. In particular, its attributes are defined as
follows:
• identifier: string. Every PPI must be uniquely identified by an
identifier.
• name: string. It provides a descriptive name for every PPI.
• relatedTo: Process. It references to the process for which the PPI
is defined.
• goals: string [0..*]. It allows the user to establish the strate-
gic or operational goal/s that the PPI is related to. It highlights the
relevance of the PPI (connecting to the Relevant characteristic of the
11
Figure 3: PPIs in PPINOT Metamodel
SMART criteria). It can be fulfilled with an expression in natural lan-
guage. A more formal definition of the relationship between the PPI
and the organisational goals is out of the scope of this paper. Some
approaches regarding this issue can be found in [10, 18]
• definition: MeasureDefinition. It provides a definition about
how the indicator is measured. This field is related to the two first
characteristics of the SMART criteria (Specific and Measurable).
• target: Target. Every PPI has an associated target value to be
reached indicating the consecution of the previously defined goals. In
order to fulfill the Achievable characteristic of the SMART criteria,
this target value must be reasonable, based on previous experiences
and predictions based on simulations. PPINOT allows the definition
of three kinds of target values: a simple target, a composed target
and a custom target. A simple target is used to specify the lower
bound and/or upper bound that make up the range within which the
PPI value should be (If only an upper bound is defined, it acts as a
maximum; if only a lower bound is defined, it acts as a minimum;
finally, if both bounds are set, they define a range within which the
PPI value must be). The composed target allows to define several
target values or ranges, for those cases where the value of the PPI is
a map (e.g. PPI7 and PPI8 from our case study). Finally the custom
target offers the possibility to define a restriction that the PPI value
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must fulfill (allowing a higher case mix for the target value, e.g. utility
functions can be defined, or a metamodel of preferences like the one
presented in [19] can be used).
• scope: Filter. This attribute indicates the subset of instances of
the perviously specified process that must be considered to compute
the PPI value. This field is related to the Time-Bounded characteristic
of the SMART criteria.
• responsible: HumanResource. It refers to the human resource in
charge of the PPI. This human resource can be a person, a role, a
department or an organisation. A more detailed definition of the types
of human resources are out of the scope of this metamodel. However,
some approaches regarding this issue can be found in [20, 21].
• informed: HumanResource [0..*]. It represents the human resources
that are interested in the PPI, i.e., who must be informed. This human
resource can be also a person, a role, a department or an organisation.
Unlike the responsible, which must be only one resource, there may be
many resources informed about the state of the PPI.
• comments: String. Other information about the PPI that cannot be
fitted in previous fields can be recorded here.
In the following sections, we detail how MeasureDefinition and Filter
are defined in the PPINOT metamodel. Furthermore, we also introduce the
concept of Condition, which is necessary to express the relationship between
MeasureDefinitions and the business process.
3.3. Measure definitions
Figure 4 depicts the two dimensions into which the definition of measures
for PPIs can be classified. The first dimension (Y axis) is the number of pro-
cess instances that are necessary to calculate the PPI value. There are two
possible values in this dimension, namely: single-instance measures if a single
process instance is used to calculate the measure, and multi-instance mea-
sures if the PPI value is calculated using a set of process instances. Usually,
most PPIs are defined using multi-instance measures. The second dimension
(X axis) represent the types of measure that can be used to calculate the
value of the PPI, namely: time, count, condition, data or derived.
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Figure 4: PPI dimensions
These dimensions are captured in the PPINOT metamodel by means of
three classes: BaseMeasure, AggregatedMeasure and DerivedMeasure (cf.
Figure 5). The relationship of these classes with the dimensions are depicted
in Figure 4. A BaseMeasure represents a single-instance measure that mea-
sures time, count, conditions or data. An AggregatedMeasure represents an
aggregation of single-instance measures, i.e., a multi-instance measure that
measures time, count, conditions or data. Finally, a DerivedMeasure repre-
sents either a single-instance or a multi-instance measure that calculates the
value of the PPI by performing a mathematical function over other measures.
Note that derived multi-instance measure can be defined either as a
DerivedMeasure, i.e., performing a mathematical function over other multi-
instance measures, or as an AggregatedMeasure, i.e., aggregating several
derived single-instance measures. Both ways of defining them are neces-
sary because a derived multi-instance measure cannot always be defined as
an aggregation of derived single-instance measures. For instance, a derived
multi-instance measure such as max(timeinanalyseincommittee)max(timeinprocess) cannot be defined
as max( timeinanalyseincommitteetimeinprocess ).
Next we detail how each type of measure definition can be specified in
the PPINOT metamodel. In addition, Appendix B provide a complete set
of invariants for the PPINOT metamodel defined in OCL.
Time Measure. It measures the duration of time between two time instants.
For instance:
14
Figure 5: Measure definition in PPINOT Metamodel
The duration between the time instant when activity analyse RFC changes
to state active and the time instant when activity analyse RFC changes to
state completed.
In the PPINOT metamodel, the two time instants are represented by
means of associations from and to between class TimeMeasure and class
TimeInstantCondition. This latter class is used to model time instants by
defining the BP element to which the condition applies (association appliesTo)
and its change of state (attribute changesToState) or trigger in case of an
event. Although this definition is enough for modelling usual time measures,
there is one consideration that needs to be done if the time measure is taken
between elements located within a loop. In this case, two ways of measuring
time can be considered, namely:
• Linear (class LinearTimeMeasures), in which the measure is defined
taking into account the first occurrence of the time instant condition
from and the last occurrence of the time instant condition to.
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• Cyclic (class CyclicTimeMeasures), in which the measure is defined
by aggregating the values for the time between the pairs of the time
instant conditions of each iteration. The kind of aggregation is defined
by means of attribute aggregationFunction
Count Measure. It measures the number of times something happens. For
instance:
The number of times activity analyse RFC changes to state completed.
In the PPINOT metamodel, the aforementioned “something happens”
is modelled by means of association when between class CountMeasure and
class TimeInstantCondition.
Condition Measure. It is a boolean value that measures the fulfillment of
certain condition in both running or finished process instances. There are
two types of conditions depending on whether it refers to the state of a BP
element such as:
The fulfillment of the condition activity analyse in committee is currently in
state active.
or to a restriction of a DataObject, such as:
The fulfillment of the condition priority=high over the dataObject RFC.
In the PPINOT metamodel, the condition whose fulfillment is being mea-
sured is modelled by means of association meets between class ConditionMeasure
and class ProcessInstanceCondition. In addition, ProcessInstanceCondition
is refined into the two types of conditions, namely StateCondition and
DataPropertyCondition. In the first one the condition must include the
state (attribute state). In the second one, the condition can include restric-
tions on both the content of the dataObject (attribute restriction) and
its state (attribute statesConsidered). Note that the PPINOT metamodel
does not prescribe any specific language for defining the restrictions on the
content of the dataObject, but it is something specific of the BP modelling
language used.
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Data Measure. It measures the value of a certain part of a dataObject. For
instance:
The PPI is defined as the value of information systems of RFC.
In the PPINOT metamodel, the data measure is modelled by means of
attribute measuresData that selects the part of a dataObject that is being
measured (e.g. information systems in the previous example). Furthermore,
attribute precondition allows one to specify a condition that the dataObject
must fulfill when the measure is performed (for instance to be in certain
state). Finally, note that the PPINOT metamodel does not prescribe any
specific language for defining attribute measuresData since it depends on
the way the dataObject is modelled. For instance, if the dataObject is an
XML document, measuresData could be an XPath expression pointing to a
specific part of the XML.
Derived Measure. It is defined as a mathematical function over one or more
measure definitions. There are two types of derived measures depending on
whether the measure definitions are single-instance or multi-instance mea-
sures. An example of this measure is:
The PPI is defined as the mathematical function (a/b)*100 where a is the
number of times dataObject RFC is in state approved and b is the number of
times dataObject RFC is in state registered.
In the PPINOT metamodel, derived measures are modelled by means of
attribute function, which defines the mathematical function and associa-
tion uses, which is used to relate the variables used in function with their
corresponding measure definitions.
Aggregated Measure. It is defined by aggregating one of the previous mea-
sures in several process instances using an aggregation function such as sum
or average. Furthermore, when aggregating measures it is possible to group
them by the content of a certain dataObject. An example of this measure is:
The PPI is defined as the sum of the number of times event Receive RFC is
triggered and is grouped by project of RFC.
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In the PPINOT metamodel, aggregated measures are modelled using at-
tribute aggregationFunction, which defines the kind of aggregation is being
applied, association aggregates, which specifies the single-instance measure
that is being aggregated, and attribute isGroupedBy, which may define the
grouping of the measure. Finally, a sampling frequency can be defined, so
that we do not need to measure every instance, but one out of X, being
X the sampling frequency. This makes sense in environments where taking
a measure is hard or costly (e.g. when the measure can not be obtained
automatically).
3.4. Scope
The scope of a PPI can be seen as a filter that selects the process instances
that are considered for the computation of the PPI. In particular, if the PPI
is defined as a single-instance measure, the filter selects the set of instances
whose value must be compared to the target value. If the PPI is defined as
a multi-instance measure, the filter determines the set of instances that have
to be taken into account when computing the value of the PPI.
Since there are different types of filters that can be applied to the process
instances, the PPINOT metamodel (cf. Figure 6) allows the definition of the
scope based on:
• The last instances that have been executed (LastInstancesFilter)
• A temporal condition over the process instances (TimeFilter)
• The state of the process instances (ProcessStateFilter)
• Any combination of them using and, or and not (ComposedFilter).
In addition, for the particular case of the TimeFilter, two associations
are defined. First, the temporal condition, which allows the selection of
instances that started or finished “before”, “before or at”, “after” or “after
or at” a certain point in time. This point in time can be a concrete date or
a time window defined by the time from now and the unit. And second, the
periodicity, which indicates the frequency with which the PPI is calculated.
As usual, there are four types of periodicity: daily, weekly, monthly and
yearly. If a weekly periodicity is selected, the day of the week must be
completed, and for the case of monthly periodicity, whether to take into
account the day of the month (e.g. 3rd January) or the day of the week
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Figure 6: Filter definition
(e.g. third tuesday of the month) must be selected. The frequency of such
periodicity (e.g. every 2 months, for a monthly periodicity) and when to
finish taking such measure (ends 31-12-2014) can also be specified.
4. Automated Analysis of Relationships between PPIs and BP El-
ements
The automated analysis of PPIs can be defined as the computer-aided
extraction of information from PPI models and instances and other models
related to them. This analysis allows to investigate properties of PPI specifi-
cations and their relationships with other models. It is often useful to define
the analysis of models in terms of analysis operations, which take a set of
parameters as input and returns a result as output, as it has been successfully
done in other fields such as feature models [22].
In this paper we focus on the automated analysis of the design-time rela-
tionships between PPIs and BP elements, which is a subset of the automated
analysis of PPIs. In the remainder of this section we detail two kind of rela-
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tionships that can be defined between PPIs and BP elements and a number
of analysis operations that can be defined for each of them.
4.1. Operations for the relationship measured by
A BP element ismeasured by a PPI when the value of the PPI is calculated
by measuring some aspect of the execution of the BP element. For instance,
let us say we have a PPI that measures the average lifetime of an approved
RFC and, hence, it can be defined as the average of the duration between the
time instant when the event Receive RFC is triggered and the time instant
when the end event Report RFC Approved is triggered. In this case, the
elements measured by the PPI are the event Receive RFC and the event
Report RFC Approved since the value of the PPI is calculated by measuring
the moment in which both events are triggered.
This relationship can be straightforwardly inferred from the measure def-
inition of a PPI in the PPINOT metamodel. If the measure definition is a
base measure, then the elements measured by the PPI are those to which the
condition used by the measure definition applies. If the measure definition
is an aggregated measure or a derived measure, then the elements measured
are those measured by the base measure that the aggregated or derived mea-
sure aggregates or uses, respectively. Two analysis operations can be defined
based on this relationship.
4.1.1. BP elements measured by a set of PPIs
This operation takes a set of PPIs and their corresponding BP model as
input and returns the set of business process elements that are measured by
those PPIs.
MeasuredBPElement(PPI[1..∗], BP ) : BPElement[0..∗]
This operation is useful when processes are instrumented to take the
measures that are necessary to calculate the PPIs. It provides information
that helps process analysers and developers to abstract away from other
aspects of the PPIs and focus on the BP elements whose execution must be
measured. Furthermore, if PPIs change, it can provide useful information
about whether new BP elements should be instrumented.
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4.1.2. PPIs that measure a given BPElement
This operation takes a set of PPIs, their corresponding BP model and a
BP element as input and returns the PPIs that are calculated by measuring
the given BP element.
MeasuredPPIs(PPI[1..∗], BP,BPElement) : PPI[0..∗]
The information provided by this operation is useful to find out about
which are the PPIs that are affected if there is a BP element whose execution
cannot be measured.
4.2. Operations for the relationship involved in
A BP element is involved in a PPI when it has an influence in the value
of the PPI. For instance, if we take the same example as before (the average
lifetime of an approved RFC ), the elements involved in the PPI are all the
elements that by taking more or less time to execute make the average life-
time longer or shorter. In this case these elements are the element in which
the time measure ends (event Report RFC Approved) and all the elements
between that element and the element in which time starts to be counted
(event Receive RFC ), i.e. activity Analyse in committee, activity Analyse
RFC, activity Elevate decision to committee, activity Analyse in committee
and activity Approve RFC. Note that event Receive RFC is not included
since time starts counting when Receive RFC is triggered, which means it
does not have any influence on the duration of the RFC lifetime.
Unlike relationship measured by, the set of elements involved in a PPI
cannot always be directly inferred from the PPINOT metamodel since there
are many factors that can make a BP element to have an influence in the
value of a PPI. For example, the type of an RFC may have an influence on
the lifetime of an approved RFC since some activities may take more time if
the RFC involves an adaptive change than if it involves a corrective change.
Nevertheless, it is possible to leverage the definition of the PPI and the
control flow of the business process to make a design-time estimation of the
BP elements that may have an influence on the PPI as summarised in Table 2.
This estimation can be later refined by means of techniques similar to those
described in [10] such as:
• Knowledge of domain experts, which can be used to determine possible
domain-specific influences of a BP element in a PPI.
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Measure type Elements involved
Time (1) The elements that are executed between the start and
the end of the time measure and (2) the elements at the
start or at the end if some of the time of their execution
is included in the time measure.
Count (1) The element that is being counted and (2) the XOR
gateways that have taken the execution path to that ele-
ment.
Condition (1) The element used in the condition and (2) if the con-
dition involves a data object, the activities that can write
in it.
Data (1) The data object whose value is measured and (2) the
activities that can modify the data object.
Aggregated (1) The elements involved in the measure that it aggre-
gates and (2) if it groups results by some value, the data
object that provides it.
Derived The elements involved in the measures used in the math-
ematical function applied to calculate the value.
Table 2: BP elements involved in a PPI
• Data mining techniques, which can be applied to the data collected
during the execution of the process. For instance, an analysis of the
executions of a process may conclude that the content of the RFC have
an influence on the previous PPI if the likelihood of having a longer
average lifetime changes depending on the type of RFC.
Obtaining automatically a design-time estimation of the BP elements that
have an influence on a PPI is useful because of the following reasons. First,
it is not necessary to have execution data available, which is an advantage
when execution data is very costly to obtain or when it refers to business
process or PPIs that are still being designed and, hence, no execution data is
available. Second, although domain experts can determine possible domain-
specific influences of a BP element with a PPI without execution data, this
task is error prone, specially when the number of PPIs or elements are high.
Therefore, this automated estimation can be used as an input or a comple-
ment for domain experts to determine domain-specific influences. Finally, if
the design-time estimation is obtained automatically, it helps the modeller
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of PPIs to quickly analyse different configurations of PPIs in order to find
one that covers the most relevant BP elements.
Regardless of whether the relationship is inferred at design-time or refined
using one of the aforementioned techniques the following analysis operations
can be defined.
4.2.1. BP elements involved in a PPI
This operation takes a set of PPIs and the corresponding BP model as
input and returns the set of business process elements involved in those PPIs.
InvolvedBPElement(PPI[1..∗], BP ) : BPElement[0..∗]
Related to this operation other similar operations can be defined that returns:
• The BP elements that are not involved in any PPI:
NotInvolvedBPElement(PPI[1..∗], BP ) : BPElement[0..∗]
• The BP elements that are involved in all of the PPIs:
InvolvedInAllBPElement(PPI[1..∗], BP ) : BPElement[0..∗]
The information provided by these operations is useful to find out which
are the elements in a business process that are not involved with any PPI.
This would mean that those elements are not being taken into consideration
by the current set of PPIs and, hence, that it may be convenient to introduce
or modify a PPI to cover them. It is also useful when a PPI must be replaced
with others (maybe because it is very costly to obtain its value) in order
to assure that every element of the business process that was taken into
consideration before is taken into consideration in the new case.
4.2.2. PPIs associated to a BP element
This operation is the inverse of the previous one. It takes a set of BP
elements, the BP model that contains those BP elements and the PPIs model
defined for that BP as input and returns the set of PPIs that are associated
to those BP elements.
AssociatedPPI(BPElement, BP, PPI[1..∗]) : PPI[0..∗]
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For instance, the following PPIs are associated to the activity Analyse
RFC :
• PPI5 because it directly measures the average duration of that activity.
• PPI6 because it measures the number of RFCs with state in analysis,
which is the state in which RFCs are while the activity Analyse RFC
is being executed. Therefore, this number may be influenced by the
throughput of this activity amongst other reasons.
• PPI9 because it measures the average lifetime of a RFC and, hence,
the duration of activity Analyse RFC has an influence on it.
The information obtained in this operation can assist during the evolution
of business processes. For instance, if part of the business process evolves
and is modified (e.g., an activity is deleted), this operation allows to identify
which PPIs will be affected and may be updated.
4.2.3. PPIs associated to the same, a subset or a superset of the elements of
other PPI
These operations take a PPI, the set of PPIs defined by a business process
and the corresponding BP model as inputs and returns the set of PPIs that
are associated to either:
• the same elements as the given PPI:
PPISameElements(PPI, PPI[1..∗], BP ) : PPI[0..∗]
• a subset of the elements of the given PPI:
PPISubsetElements(PPI, PPI[1..∗], BP ) : PPI[0..∗]
• a superset of the elements of the given PPI:
PPISupersetElements(PPI, PPI[1..∗], BP ) : PPI[0..∗]
The information provided by these operations can be useful to find out
about possible redundancies amongst the PPIs defined for a business process.
For instance, many PPIs associated to a superset of the elements of a given
PPI could be a sign that the PPI is providing redundant information. Nev-
ertheless, these operations just provides hints and it is always the task of the
PPI modeller to decide whether an indicator provides redundant information
or not.
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5. Automating the Analysis of the PPINOTMetamodel Using DLs
In the previous section, we have provided a description of operations for
design-time analysis of relationships between PPIs and BP elements. How-
ever, their semantics has been defined in an intuitive way. In this section,
we provide a precise definition of them by means of a semantic mapping. A
semantic mapping is a way to provide semantics to a model by mapping the
concepts into a semantic domain, i.e., a target domain whose semantics has
been formally defined [23]. The advantage of defining such semantic map-
ping is that it allows one to use the techniques specific to the target semantic
domain for analysing the source models [24].
In this paper, we have chosen description logics (DLs) [25] as the semantic
domain for our mapping because of two reasons. On the one hand, the
definition of a set of PPIs for a business process fits nicely into the way DLs
express their concepts and, hence, it provides a very natural way to describe
the problem. On the other hand, powerful reasoning systems for DL like
Racer [26], Hermit [27] and Pellet [28] have been developed, allowing thus
to build upon such standard DL reasoning services to automatically analyse
PPIs instead of implementing ad-hoc analysis algorithms.
Note that other semantic mappings to formalisms different than DLs can
be defined for the PPINOT metamodel. However, a discussion of the appro-
priateness of other formalisms, although a relevant research topic, is outside
the scope of this paper.
5.1. Foundations of Description Logics
A DL-based knowledge base (KB) is a finite set of terminological and
assertional sentences. It thus has two components: the TBox and the ABox.
The TBox describes terminology, i.e., the ontology in the form of concepts,
which denote sets of individuals, role definitions, and their relations; the
ABox contains assertions about individuals using the terms from the ontol-
ogy.
Semantically, DL are found on predicate logic, but their language is
formed so that it would be enough for practical modeling purposes and also
so that the logic would have good computational properties such as decid-
ability [29]. As exemplified in Table 3 and Table 4 1, DL have a rich set
1In this paper a syntax commonly used for DLs [25] is used.
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Axiom DL Syntax Example
Sub concept C1 " C2 T imeMeasure " BaseMeasure
Equivalent con. C1 ≡ C2 ComposedF ilter ≡ And unionsqOr unionsqNot
Disjoint with C1 " ¬C2 T imeMeasure " ¬CountMeasure
Sub role P1 " P2 when " relatesTo
Inverse role P− isUsedBy−
Transitive role P+ suc+
Equivalent role P1 ≡ P2 definition ≡ isUsedBy−
Role composit. P1 ◦ P2 refersTo− ◦ uses− " isUsedToCalculate
Functional role & "≤ 1P & "≤ 1definition
Inv. func. role & "≤ 1P− & "≤ 1isUsedBy−
Table 3: Some DL axioms
Constructor DL Syntax Example
Intersection C1 ( · · · ( Cn MeasureDefinition (DataMeasure
Union C1 unionsq · · · unionsq Cn T imeMeasure unionsqDataMeasure
Complement ¬C ¬DerivedMeasure
One of x1 unionsq · · · unionsq xn PPI1 unionsq PPI3 unionsq PPI8
All values from ∀P.C ∀definition.MeasureDefinition
Some values ∃P.C ∃refersTo.T imeMeasure
Has value P.x isUsedBy.PPI1
Max cardinality ≤ nP ≤ 1appliesTo
Min cardinality ≥ nP ≥ 1uses
Table 4: DL concept constructors
of knowledge representation constructs that can be used to formally spec-
ify PPI-domain knowledge, which in turn can be exploited by description
logic reasoners for purposes of inferencing, i.e., deductively inferring new
facts from knowledge that is explicitly available [30]. Amongst others, DL
reasoners usually implement the following reasoning operations:
• satisfiability(C): It determines whether a description of the concept
C is not contradictory with the KB.
• subsumes(A,B): It determines whether concept A subsumes concept
B, i.e., whether description of A is more general than description of B.
• individuals(C): It finds all individuals that are instances of concept
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C.
• realization(i): It finds all concepts to which the individual i belongs.
5.2. Mapping the PPINOT Metamodel into DL
The mapping of the PPINOT metamodel into DL involves defining a DL
knowledge base that includes the classes and relations of the metamodel as
axioms of its TBox. In particular, we must create one DL concept for each
class of the metamodel (keeping the same names) and set in the knowledge
base the hierarchies that appear in the metamodel using the subclass axiom
(e.g. BaseMeasure "MeasureDefinition).
The directed associations in the metamodel are mapped into roles of the
TBox whose domain is the DL concept corresponding to the class of the meta-
model that acts as source, and whose range is the DL concept corresponding
to class that acts as target. The cardinality restrictions of the associations
are mapped as concept inclusion axioms to the source class. For instance, the
cardinality restriction: “each Condition appliesTo at most one BPElement”
is mapped into the following axiom: Condition "≤ 1appliesTo.BPElement.
Finally, we introduce two new DL roles. Role relatesTo is defined as
a super-role of the roles that relate measures with conditions (i.e. from "
relatesTo, to " relatesTo, when " relatesTo and so on) and role isUsedToCalculate
is defined as the composition of the inverse of roles refersTo and uses
(refersTo− ◦ uses− " isUsedToCalculate) to relate the derived measure
to the measures used to calculate it.
A complete mapping of the PPINOT metamodel and the abstract BP
modelling language into a DL knowledge base can be found at http://www.
isa.us.es/ppinot
5.3. Automated Analysis of PPIs using DL
On the basis of the mapping of the metamodel to DL, the analysis oper-
ations detailed in Section 4 can be formulated so that DL reasoners can be
used to implement them. The general approach we follow to formalise these
operations in DL is first to define the relationship as a new role in the knowl-
edge base and, then to formulate the operations in terms of DL reasoning
operations.
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5.3.1. Operations for the relationship measured by
This relationship is formalised in DL by defining a new role in the KB
(measuredBy), whose domain is BPElement and whose range is PPI so
that measuredBy(e, p) means that a BP element e is measured by PPI p.
To give semantics to the relationship in terms of the elements defined in
the KB we use the fact that the relationship measured by can be inferred
from the measure definition of a PPI. The idea is to introduce a new role
measures with domain MeasureDefinition and range BPElement that
relates measure definitions with BP elements and, then, use this new role in
the definition of measuredBy as follows:
measures− ◦ definition− " measuredBy
Finally, role measures is used to relate each measure definition with the
BP elements used in the definition. In the KB, this can be formalised using
the composition of roles as follows:
relatesTo ◦ appliesTo " measures
measuresData ◦ data " measures
aggregates ◦measures " measures
isGroupedBy ◦ data " measures
uses ◦ refersTo ◦measures " measures
The first two axioms define role measures for base measures, the next
two axioms define it for aggregated measures and the last axiom defines it
for derived measures. Note that in both aggregated and derived measures
role measures is defined recursively based on the measure definitions they
aggregate or compose.
Based on role measuredBy, the operations for this relationship can be
easily formulated as follows:
• The BP elements measured by a set of PPIs P are those elements e
that have a role measuredBy(e, p), where p ∈ P . In DL, this can be
expressed as the result of individuals(∃measuredBy.P ).
• Similarly, the PPIs that measure a given BPElement e is equivalent to
the result of individuals(∃measuredBy−.{e}).
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5.3.2. Operations for the relationship involved in
Like in relationship measured by, the elements involved in a PPI P are
determined by its definition, which is expressed in the metamodel by means of
a measure definition. Therefore the approach we follow with this relationship
is very similar to the one followed with relationship measured by.
Specifically, we define two new roles in the KB, namely: role involvedIn
whose domain isBPElement and whose range is PPI so that involvedIn(e, p)
means that a BPElement e is involved in a PPI p, and role inv whose domain
is also BPElement, but whose range is MeasureDefinition. Finally, the
following axiom formalises the relationship between them by stating that the
elements involved in a PPI are those involved in its measure definition:
inv ◦ defines− " involvedIn
Consequently, the definition of role involvedIn can be reduced to the
definition of role inv. However, this relationship is more complex than re-
lationship measured by and, hence, we cannot define role inv in a generic
way, but it is necessary to introduce an axiom that specifies the BP elements
involved in a measure definition for each measure definition m in the KB.
This axiom may vary depending on the type of the measure definition (i.e.
time, count, condition, data, aggregated or derived) as detailed in Table 2.
Next we detail each of the possible cases.
Time measure. According to Table 2 the elements involved in a time measure
tm are ∃inv.{tm} ≡ ElemStarttm unionsq ElemEndtm unionsq ElemPathtm, where:
• ElemStarttm is the element where time starts to be measured unless
the state in which the measure starts is an end state. In that case,
ElemStarttm is empty: ElemStarttm ≡ ∃appliesTo−.(∃from−.{tm}(
¬∃state.EndState)
• ElemEndtm is the element used in the condition that specifies when
time ends to be measured unless the state specified by the condition is a
start state, in which case it is empty: ElemEndtm ≡ ∃appliesTo−.(∃to−.{tm}(
¬∃state.StartState)
• ElemPathtm is the BP elements that succeeds the element where time
starts to be measured and precedes the element where time ends to
be measured: ElemPathtm ≡ ∃succ+.(∃appliesTo−.(∃from−.{tm}))(
∃prec+.(∃appliesTo−.(∃to−.{tm}))
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Count measure. In this case, the elements involved in a count measure cm
are: ∃inv.{cm} ≡ ElemCountcm unionsq InvolvedXorcm, where:
• ElemCountcm is the element that is being counted: ElemCountcm ≡
∃appliesTo−.(∃when−.{cm})
• InvolvedXorcm is the set that includes every XOR gateway that pre-
cedes the element that is being counted: InvolvedXorcm ≡ XorGateway(
∃prec+.(∃appliesTo−.(∃when.−{cm}))
Condition measure. The elements involved in a condition measure cm are:
∃inv.{cm} ≡ ElemCondcm unionsq ElemWriterscm, where:
• ElemCondcm is the element whose condition is being evaluated: ElemCondcm ≡
∃appliesTo−.(∃meets−.{cm}).
• ElemWriterscm correponds to every activity that can modify, i.e.,
write the data object whose state is being evaluated if there is any:
ElemWriterscm ≡ ∃dataOutput.(DataObject ( ElemCondcm)
Data measure. The elements involved in a data measure dm are: ∃inv.{dm} ≡
DataMeasureddm ∪ ElemWritersdm, where:
• DataMeasureddm is the data object that is being measured: DataMeasureddm ≡
∃data−.(∃measuresData−.{dm}).
• ElemWritersdm is the activities that could have modified that data
object ElemWriterscm ≡ ∃dataOutput.DataMeasureddm
Aggregated measure. The elements involved in an aggregated measure am
are: ∃inv.{am} ≡ ∃inv.{bm} unionsq InvolvedDataam, where:
• ∃inv.{bm} is the elements involved in the base measure that the ag-
gregated measure aggregates (i.e. bm ∈ ∃aggregates−.{am}).
• InvolvedDataam is the data that the aggregated measure groups by if
there is any: InvolvedDataam ≡ ∃data−.(∃isGroupedBy−.{am})
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Derived measure. The elements involved in a derived measure dm are: ∃inv.{dm} ≡
∃inv.{d1}unionsq · · ·unionsq∃inv.{dn}, where ∃inv.{di} is the elements involved in each
of the measures used in the mathematical function applied to calculate the
value ({d1, . . . , dn} ∈ ∃isUsedToCalculate.{dm}).
These definitions have two limitations regarding time measures and count
measures that are worth mentioning. The first one is the definition regarding
time measures considers all of the elements between the first occurrence of the
element that starts the time measure and the last occurrence of the element
that ends the time measure. However, if the time measure is cyclic, it should
only include the elements until the first occurrence of the element that ends
the time measure. The consequence is that if the time measure is cyclic,
then the definition may include more involved elements than it should (i.e.
those between the first and the last occurrence of the element that ends the
time measure). However, from a practical point of view, this only affects
when the time measure is defined in a loop since in other cases the first
and the last occurrence of the element that ends the time measure coincides.
The second limitation is that in count measures we consider every preceding
XOR gateway without excluding those opening gateways that were already
closed with another one (that is, for instance, a splitting gateway with its
corresponding merge).
Both limitations could be solved using another formalism to analyse the
control flow of the business process and then including the result of the
analysis in the KB. For instance, Petri nets could be used to obtain the
process fragment between the first occurrence of the element that starts the
time measure and the first occurrence of the element that ends it. However,
the specific mechanism on how to do so is out of the scope of this paper.
Like relationship measured by, operations for relationship involved in can
be formulated based on role involvedIn as follows:
• Operation InvolvedBPElement, which returns the BP elements that
are involved in a set of PPIs P can be formulated as individuals(∃involvedIn.P )
• Operation NotInvolvedBPElement, which returns the BP elements
that are not involved in any PPI of the set of PPIs P can be formulated
as individuals(¬(∃involvedIn.P ))
• Operation InvolvedInAllBPElement, which returns the BP elements
that are involved in all of the PPIs included in a set of PPIs P can be
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formulated as individuals(∃involvedIn.{p1}∩ . . .∩∃involvedIn.{pn}),
where p1, . . . pn ∈ P .
• Operation AssociatedPPI, which returns the PPIs in which a given BP
element e is involved can be formulated as individuals(∃involvedIn−.{e}).
The last three operations that returns the PPIs associated to the same,
a subset or a superset of the elements of a given PPI p must be done
in three steps. First, a concept InvolvedBPElementq that represents all
the BP elements that are involved in a PPI q (InvolvedBPElementq ≡
∃involvedIn.{q}) is defined for each PPI q included in the KB. This al-
lows the DL reasoner to classify all these concepts by using DL opera-
tion subsumes. Then, depending on whether we are defining operation
PPISameElements, PPISubsetElements or PPISupersetElements, this
classification is used to obtain the concepts that are equivalent or a subset or
a superset to the concept InvolvedBPElementp, respectively. In each case,
the result is a set of InvolvedBPElementp1 , . . . , InvolvedBPElementpn con-
cepts. The final step is to obtain the PPIs p1, . . . , pn associated to those
InvolvedBPElement concepts. These are the resulting PPIs.
6. Implementation
We have developed PPINOT Tool Suite that includes: (1) two comple-
mentary tools to define PPIs, namely a graphical editor based on Oryx [31]
to define them together with their corresponding BPs (cf. Figure 7) and a
templates-based editor that uses natural language patterns to allow a tex-
tual definition of PPIs; (2) a design-time analyser of PPIs that implements
the operations described in Section 4; (3) a PPIs instrumenter that allows
to gather the required information to compute their values from Activiti (an
open source BPMS, http://activiti.org), and (4) a reporter that shows
these values2. Furthermore, PPINOT Tool Suite is BPMN 2.0 compliant,
since PPIs can be defined over BP diagrams (BPDs) previously defined us-
ing this specification3.
2In its current version, this reporter provides a simple list of values. We plan to extend
it to improve the GUI and provide an enriched report.
3Further information related to PPINOT Tool suite, as well as some guidelines and the
links to try it, can be found at http://www.isa.us.es/ppinot.
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Figure 7: PPINOT screenshot
The PPINOT metamodel is the central part of the PPINOT Tool Suite
since all of the tools use it as a common base for their implementation. The
PPIs models used in the PPINOT Tool Suite are serialized in XML and links
to refer to elements of a BPMN model are provided. Furthermore, this XML
can be embedded into the XML serialization of a BPMN 2.0 process model
using the extension mechanisms provided by BPMN. Therefore, models de-
fined according to the PPINOT metamodel can be used together with BPMN
models seamlessly. These XML files with information about both PPIs and
BP models are generated by both editors and used by the PPINOT Instru-
menter and the Reporter as inputs to instrument processes and calculate
PPIs values, respectively.
Regarding the analyser, it implements the operations described in Section
4 as depicted in Figure 8. Therefore, the interface of the analyser contains
those operations together with an additional load operation that must be
called before any of the other operations can be invoked.
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Figure 8: PPINOT component model
The goal of the load operation is to map both the BP model and the
PPI model into a DL knowledge base serialized in OWL, which is a W3C
recommendation for the representation of ontologies and is based on DLs.
It involves the following steps. First, it receives the BP model and the PPI
model together as a BPMN 2.0 xml file. Then, it maps them to the ABox
of a DL knowledge base, i.e., as instances of the concepts defined in the KB.
The TBox of the DL knowledge base, i.e., the concepts, have been previously
defined according to the mapping described in Section 5.2. The next step
is to add the axioms that are necessary to formalise the operations for the
relationship involved in into the KB. Finally, it loads the KB serialized as an
OWL file into a DL reasoner, in this case HermiT.
After this process, the user can invoke any other operation of the anal-
yser, which are all implemented in a very similar way. First, the analyser
invokes the appropriate reasoning operation in the DL reasoner as detailed in
Section 5.3 and, then, it traces back the results obtained by the DL reasoner
to the BP and PPI model and sends them to the user.
PPINOT Analyser has been integrated as a plugin on Oryx so that the
user can obtain the design-time analysis information while modelling the
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PPIs (cf. Figure 7), although it can be used in other environments as well.
7. Application to a Real Scenario
In order to show the application of the approach presented in this paper
to a real scenario, we will use the scenario introduced in Section 2. This
scenario takes place in the context of the IT Department of the Andalusian
Health Service. This department engaged some years ago in an initiative
to adopt the set of good practices proposed by ITIL4. This entailed, among
others, to define business process models as well as performance indicators
for them. After accomplishing this goal, they had two kinds of documents:
the business process models, produced by the departments/roles in charge of
the modelling and execution of business processes; and the documents con-
taining the definition of their associated PPIs in natural language, produced
by the departments/roles in charge of the definition and consecution of goals
and its associated indicators. This situation led to several problems, already
introduced in Section 1. First, the ambiguity, inherent in natural language,
and incompleteness in PPI definitions, in the sense of missing information re-
quired to instrument business processes for the PPI values computation. Sec-
ond, the lack of traceability between the two kinds of documents, that makes
it really complicated to maintain the coherence across them, since changes
in one document had to be reflected in the other by hand and vice-versa.
As a result of the coexistence of these two worlds unable to communicate to
each other, inconsistencies between them appeared and it was necessary the
human intervention to solve them, which was quite tedious and error-prone.
To illustrate the application of PPINOT, let us focus on the Request For
Change (RFC) management process (the one presented in Section 2), from
the set of processes defined for the IT Service Management (ITSM) of this
organisation. The (simplified) business process model is depicted in Figure
1 and the set of PPIs defined for it are listed in Table 1. Taking these doc-
uments as starting point, the RFC management process model was refined
and its associated PPIs were defined using PPINOT Graphical Editor. Fig-
ures 9 and 10 depict the RFC management process together with the 9 PPIs
defined for it5. It was possible to define the whole set of PPIs required,
4Information Technology Infrastructure Library [32].
5Appendix A contains the corresponding specification of these PPI definitions according
to the PPINOT metamodel.
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Figure 9: RFC management process together with PPIs graphically defined (PPIs 1 to 4)
what shows the expressiveness of PPINOT metamodel. In particular, within
these 9 PPIs, there were 3 time aggregated measures, 6 count aggregated mea-
sures, two of them using isGroupedBy, 1 state condition aggregated measure,
2 data property condition aggregated measures, and 2 derived multi-instance
measures. These definitions of PPIs eliminate ambiguities and incomplete-
ness, since they are based on the PPINOT metamodel and contain all the
information required for their computation.
Furthermore, the availability of the set of analysis operations described
in Section 4 allowed them to solve the problem of the lack of traceability.
In particular, these operations were mainly used in the context of process
evolution. Within this organisation, it was quite frequent to raise the pos-
sibility of eliminating or modifying certain activity within a process as part
of its continue improvement. In this case, the operation AssociatedPPIs
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Figure 10: RFC management process together with PPIs graphically defined (PPIs 5 to
9)
was used to obtain the information about which were the PPIs that could
have been affected because of the aforementioned change, so that those PPIs
could be updated. Besides, the operation MeasuredBPElements was also
used to maintain an updated list of which were the elements that needed to
be measured in the process to obtain the PPI values6. As an example, Table
5 depicts the result of applying thisMeasuredBPElements operation to the
9 PPIs defined for the RFC management process.
In addition, this department has also recently adopted a change in its
business policy and they established that new software developments for
6The traceability between this list and the concrete way of obtaining the required
information from the corresponding information systems was maintained manually.
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Name MeasuredBPElements
PPI1 Event Receive RFC & dataObject RFC [cancelled]
PPI2 Acitvity Analyse in comittee
PPI3 Event Report RFC approved & dataObject RFC [approved]
PPI4 Event Report RFC approved & dataObject RFC [approved]
PPI5 Activity Analyse RFC
PPI6 Activity Analyse RFC
PPI7 DataObject RFC [registered]
PPI8 dataObject RFC [registered]
PPI9 dataObject RFC [registered] & pool RFC Management
Table 5: Summary of the result of applying the operation MeasuredBPElements to the
9 PPIs of the RFC management process
the Andalusian Health Service must include the definition of the business
processes to which they provide support; and, as a consequence of their
experience with PPINOT, it is planned to use it for the definition of PPIs
for those business processes.
8. Validation
We have validated our proposal by means of several actions. On the one
hand, the implementation of PPINOT Tool Suite has served as a proof-of-
concept that shows the applicability of our proposal. On the other hand,
we have successfully applied PPINOT to manage PPIs in three different real
scenarios including the one described in previous section, the IT Department
of the Andalusian Health Service, as well as the Information and Communi-
cation Service of the University of Seville and a part of the administration of
the Andalusian Regional Government. Next we detail how these validation
actions have allowed us to validate different aspects of our proposal.
The validation scenarios in which we have applied our proposal have
helped us to test and improve the expressiveness of the PPINOT metamodel.
In summary, with PPINOT metamodel we have been able to model all of
the 54 PPIs for 10 different process models ranging from a Request For
Change (RFC) management process to user management process and eval-
uation and certification management process, and belonging to 3 different
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organisations7. All of those PPIs were defined on multi-instance measure.
In particular, 14 were time aggregated measures; 54 were count aggregated
measures, 2 of them using isGroupedBy; 1 was state condition aggregated
measure, 2 were data condition aggregated measures, 1 was data aggregated
measure, 8 were derived multi-instance measures and 5 were aggregated of
single-instance measures. From this evaluation we can conclude that the
PPINOT metamodel provide a solid basis for defining PPIs in any organisa-
tion. Furthermore, one of the main benefits that organisations obtained from
the modelling of PPIs using the PPINOT metamodel was that it helped to
identify ambiguities and missing information that contained previous defini-
tions of PPIs, chiefly caused because they were expressed in natural language
(an example is the PPIs detailed in Table 1). Instead, the PPI definitions ob-
tained with PPINOT are now precise and contain all the information required
to compute their values from the corresponding systems if the appropriate
mechanisms are implemented.
Regarding the traceability provided by the PPINOT metamodel, the im-
plementation of PPINOT Tool Suite helped assure the completeness of this
traceability. On the one hand, the design-time analysis operations imple-
mented by the PPINOT Analyser require full traceability between PPIs and
BP elements since their main goal is to identify all of the relationships be-
tween them. On the other hand, without such traceability it would have
been impossible for PPINOT Instrumenter to automatically instrument the
processes in order to obtain the measures that are necessary to calculate
PPIs. Furthermore, the traceability provided by the PPINOT metamodel
helped solve many issues regarding the definition of PPIs in the three vali-
dation scenarios. These issues were caused because in all three organisations
the process model and the PPI definitions were two separate documents and,
hence, it was really complicated to maintain the coherence across them. In
fact, in one of the organisations, the PPIs associated with a process were
defined using different terms and even at a different abstraction level than
those used in the process. This made it really hard to relate them with the
process and, hence, they can hardly be used to improve it.
Finally, the implementation of PPINOT Tool Suite have shown that the
PPINOT metamodel is useful to enable the automation of many PPI man-
agement tasks. As a matter of fact, PPINOT Tool Suite has been built
7Because of privacy reasons these processes and PPIs cannot be included in this paper.
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around the PPINOT metamodel so that it provides a common way to repre-
sent PPIs that is useful for all of the tools that we have implemented. Both
editors create PPI models according to the PPINOT metamodel. This PPI
model can be used later on by PPINOT Instrumenter to instrument Activiti
by configuring event generators when one of the conditions used by the PPIs
in the PPI model take place. PPINOT Reporter receives these events at
run-time, calculate the value of the PPIs according to the definition specified
in the model and shows these values to the user. Finally, PPINOT Analyser
is a proof of our automated design-time analysis approach.
9. Related Work
Performance measurement is a current research field in management sci-
ence that have gained interest in both academia and business [10]. Many
works have been done in the identification and classification of key perfor-
mance indicators for any company [33] and those relevant for specific domains
such as logistics, production, supply chains, etc. (e.g. [34, 35, 36, 37])
Process management is becoming a part of the language and actions
of many organisations. Hence, many authors recognize the importance of
process orientation of performance management systems [38]. Actually, the
Academia of Business Process Management Professionals provides a defini-
tion for process performance measurement : “the formal planned monitoring
of process execution and the tracing of results to determine the effectiveness
and efficiency of the process” [39].
There already exists a number of proposals to evaluate the performance of
business processes defined in the literature and, in some cases, implemented
in products.
Popova et al. present in [10] a framework for modeling performance in-
dicators within a general organisation modeling framework. They define in-
dicators by assigning values to a set of attributes, but they do not point out
the way these indicators are calculated. They also define relations between
PPIs and the processes, and relationships between PPIs (causality, correla-
tion and aggregation). This work is extended in [40], where they also present
formal techniques for the analysis of executions of organizational scenarios.
Furthermore, in [18] they establish the connection of performance indicators
with goals and discuss analytic issues for consistency and verification checks
of the goal structures and between goals and PPIs. Regarding the definition
of a scope, they define temporal properties over PPIs (called PI expressions)
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in [41], but our proposal is more flexible and allows to define some kind of
filters that they do not take into account (e.g. a composition of a TimeFilter
with a ProcessStateFilter). Moreover, they do not consider derived measures
nor offer design-time automated analysis facilities to obtain what we call in
this work PPI-BPElements Interaction.
In[42] Mayerl et al. discuss how to derive metric dependency defini-
tions from functional dependencies by applying dependency patterns. To
this end, they propose a model that distinguishes between a functional part,
where they define dependencies between application, service and process lay-
ers (based on concepts of BPEL and WSDL), and another part for metric
dependencies, based on concepts of the CIM metrics model [43] and the
QoS UML profile described in [44]. They also introduce a mathematical for-
malism in order to describe dependency functions and the so-called metric
characteristics or metrics calculable based on other metric values. Finally
they cover the mapping of these models to a monitoring architecture that
contains functions to instrument and collect metrics, functions to aggregate
and compare metrics with agreed service levels and functions to report SLA
compliance and violations. However, they do not delve into the definition
of measures, they only set the semantics of some elements to consider when
defining measures.
Castellanos et al.’s approach [45] is implemented in the IBOM platform,
that allows, among other things, to define business measures and perform
intelligent analysis on them to understand causes of undesired values and
predict future values. The user can define business measures (through a
GUI) to measure characteristics of process instances, processes, resources
or of the overall business operations. Specifically, they characterize metrics
through four attributes: name (unique), target entity (objet to be measured),
data type (numeric, boolean, taxonomy or SLA) and desirable metric values.
For the computation logic definition, templates are used. These templates
map data and metadata about process executions into numeric and boolean
measures. This approach is not focused on business processes but on the
whole organisation. Anyway, during the definition of what they call metrics,
as far as we can deduce from the paper, they do not take into account some
aspects we do, as the scope, the unit of measure, the dimension to be mea-
sured. It is not possible to accurately know which is the set of measures than
can be defined with this approach.
Momm et al.’s approach [46] consists of a top-down approach for develop-
ing an uniform IT support based on SOA in conjunction with the monitoring
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aspects required for processing the PPIs. Momm et al build the approach on
the principles of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) to enable the sup-
port of different SOA platforms as well as an automated generation of the
required instrumentation and monitoring infrastructure. Particularly, they
present a metamodel for the specification of the PPI monitoring, an exten-
sion of the BPMN metamodel for modeling the required instrumentation for
the monitoring, and an outline of methodology for an automated generation
of this instrumentation. However, the metamodel for the specification of per-
formance indicators does not consider those related to data or events (PPI6
from our example can not be defined according to this metamodel); and it
lacks some properties when defining PPIs like the scope or the function to
calculate derived measures. Moreover, the absence of a formal foundation
for this PPI definition does not allow an automated analysis of them.
Another work which is close to ours is the one presented by Wetzstein
et al. in [9]. This paper introduces a framework for BAM as part of the
semantic business process management. The authors describe a KPI ontology
using WSML to specify KPIs over semantic business processes. However, our
ontology improves this one, since they do not take into account indicators
related to data (they can not define PPI6).
The integrated methodology GRAI/GIM [47, 48] explicitly models per-
formance indicators. They establish three parameters or attributes to define
performance indicators: name, value domain or dimension and procedure to
calculate the value. However this definition is not process-aware and is only
made informally and without taking into account the relationships among
the performance indicators and between them and the BP elements.
ARIS [49] models key performance indicators and allow for using the
Balance Scorecard approach for modelling cause-and-effect relationships and
assign KPIs to the strategic objective. Furthermore, in [50], the ARIS Process
Performance Manager is described. This tool provides a mechanism to define
measurement points over BPs defined using EPCs, as well as the data sources
and calculation rules required to calculate PPIs. However this tool, to the
best of our knowledge, is not able to define PPIs related to data and is more
restrictive regarding the definition of the scope. Furthermore, the definition
of PPIs must be done over EPCs, loosing thus the flexibility of our proposal,
that can be applied to any business process language.
Pedrinaci et al. [51] describe a Semantic Business Process Monitoring
Tool called SENTINEL. This tool can support automated reasoning, though
the authors point out that one aspect to be improved is the analysis engines
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in order to support deviations. In this paper, they also present a metric
ontology to allow the definition and computation of metrics, which take into
account many of the aspects we do , for instance the concept of population
filter, which is somehow similar to our scope, though they do not delve into
the detail of the types of scope that can be defined. However, it is not clear
how PPIs can be analysed and queried based on this concept nor it is clear
whether it allows an explicit relation between PPIs and the elements of a
business process. Furthermore, they deal with runtime analysis, but not
design-time.
In Table 6 we establish an explicit comparison between the previously
commented approaches for the process performance measurement and PPINOT
(our proposal). We highlight those requirements for an appropriate definition
of PPIs established in Section 1: Expressiveness (unambiguous and complete
definition, taking into account the possibility to define SMART PPIs and
the different types of measures and scopes described, feature 1), traceability
with BP elements (feature 2), and automated analysis, in the table repre-
sented through ”Aut An” due to space constraints (feature 3). We do not
include the understandability requirement in this comparison since this is-
sue, though commented in the presented implementation and addressed in
our other work, is out of the scope of this paper. Furthermore, we also in-
clude in the table two additional features we consider important to enable
such an appropriate PPI definition and analysis (tooling support, feature 4,
and support for BPM standards like BPMN or BPEL, feature 5). We use the
following notation: A " sign means that the proposal successfully addresses
the issue; a ∼ sign indicates that it addresses it partially; N/A means the
information is not available; and a blank cell indicates that it does not con-
template the issue. We use "* for two features: time measures, when those
approaches that addresses this feature do not distinguish between linear and
cyclic time measures; and aggregated measures, when those approaches that
addresses this feature do not take into account the possibility of grouping by
certain property (isGroupedBy).
10. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we demonstrate that it is possible to provide PPI definitions
that are: unambiguous and complete, understandable by non-technical users,
traceable with the business process elements and amenable to automated
analysis. This is done by presenting PPINOT Metamodel. This mechanism
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to define PPIs is expressive enough to allow the definition of a wide range of
PPIs, including all of the PPIs found in the literature and the real scenarios
studied; it is also highly flexible since it is independent of the business pro-
cess model language. Furthermore we have provided an implementation of
such metamodel using DL. This formal foundation in the definition of PPIs
enables their analysis at design-time in a way that is amenable to automated
reasoning. Concretely we have presented a novel analysis operation to au-
tomatically derive the dependences between BP elements and PPIs, helping
thus to, for instance, assist during the evolution of business processes. In ad-
dition we have developed a software prototype comprising a graphic editor,
an implementation of the aformentioned analysis operation and a mechanism
to extract the information required to calculate PPIs’ values from the open
source BPMS activiti. The applicability of this proposal has been studied by
applying it to several real scenarios.
A number of directions for future work are considered. The extension
of the PPINOT metamodel in order to support the specification of PPIs re-
lated to (human) resources and of the analysis mechanism will be necessary
in order to extract information related to the resources assigned to the BP
activities (workload for instance). New analysis operations are being inves-
tigated to predict conflicts between PPIs and future behaviour. Another
aspect to work in is the research of the concrete activities related to the PPI
lifecycle that must be performed along the BPM lifecycle (identifying which
of them must be accomplished in each phase of the BPM lifecycle). In this
sense, more investigation is needed in the integration of the tool with the
execution aspects of the supporting information systems in the context of
performance evaluation (although as previousy mentioned, some first steps
using the Activiti BPM Platform has been already made).
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Appendix A. PPINOT specification of PPIs for the case study
In this appendix we present the specification of the 9 PPIs contained in
Table 1 of our case study - RFC management process (Section 2). We have
used an adapted version of the HUTN (Human-Usable Textual Notation)
notation presented by the OMG in [52].
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI1
name : RFCs can c e l l e d from RFCs r e g i s t e r e d
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Improve customer s a t i s f a c t i o n
d e f i n i t i o n : DerivedMultiInstanceMeasure{
f unc t i on : ( a/b)∗100
uses : a . r e f e r sTo : AggregatedMeasure {
s c a l e : f l o a t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : CountMeasure{
when : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : c an c e l l e d
appl iesTo : dataObject RFC
}
}
}
uses : b . r e f e r sTo : AggregatedMeasure {
s c a l e : f l o a t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : CountMeasure{
when : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : r e g i s t e r e d
appl iesTo : dataObject RFC
}
}
}
}
t a r g e t . upperBound : 4
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Weekly . dayOfWeek : Friday
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI2
name : Average time o f committee d e c i s i o n
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Reduce RFC time−to−re sponse
d e f i n i t i o n :AggregatedMeasure{
s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : day
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aggregat ionFunct ion : average
aggregate s : TimeMeasure{
from : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : a c t i v e
appl iesTo : a c t i v i t y Analyse in Committee
}
to : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : completed
appl iesTo : a c t i v i t y Analyse in Committee
}
}
}
t a r g e t . upperBound : one day
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Weekly . dayOfWeek : Friday
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed :CIO
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI3
name : Cor r e c t i v e RFCs from approved RFCs
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Improve customer s a t i s f a c t i o n
d e f i n i t i o n : DerivedMultiInstanceMeasure{
f unc t i on : ( a/b)∗100
uses : a . r e f e r sTo : AggregatedMeasure {
s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : ConditionMeasure{
meets : DataPropertyCondition{
r e s t r i c t i o n : type o f change = c o r r e c t i v e
s ta t e sCons ide r ed : approved
appl iesTo : dataObject RFC
}
}
}
uses : b . r e f e r sTo : AggregatedMeasure {
s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : CounttMeasure{
when : TimeInstantCondition{
chagesToState : t r i g g e r e d
appl iesTo : event r epor t RFC approved
}
}
}
}
t a r g e t : SimpleTarget . upperBound : 2
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
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ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Weekly . dayOfWeek : Friday
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
comments : va lue s up to 5 \% are rea sonab l e
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI4
name : P e r f e c t i v e RFCs from approved RFCs
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Improve customer s a t i s f a c t i o n
d e f i n i t i o n : DerivedMultiInstanceMeasure{
f unc t i on : ( a/b)∗100
uses : a . r e f e r sTo : AggregatedMeasure {
s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : ConditionMeasure{
meets : DataPropertyCondition{
r e s t r i c t i o n : type o f change = p e r f e c t i v e
s ta t e sCons ide r ed : r e g i s t e r e d
appl iesTo : dataObject RFC
}
}
}
uses : b . r e f e r sTo : AggregatedMeasure {
s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : CounttMeasure{
when : TimeInstantCondition{
chagesToState : t r i g g e r e d
appl iesTo : event r epor t RFC approved
}
}
}
}
t a r g e t : SimpleTarget . upperBound : 4
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Weekly . dayOfWeek : Friday
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI5
name : Average time o f RFC ana l y s i s
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Reduce RFC time−to−re sponse
d e f i n i t i o n :AggregatedMeasure{
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s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : day
aggregat ionFunct ion : average
aggregate s : TimeMeasure{
from : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : a c t i v e
appl iesTo : a c t i v i t y Analyse RFC
}
to : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : completed
appl iesTo : a c t i v i t y Analyse RFC
}
}
}
t a r g e t : s impleTarget . upperBound : two days
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
LastInstancesFilter . numberOrInstances : 100
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Weekly . dayOfWeek : f r i d ay
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI6
name : Number o f RFCs in ana l y s i s
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Improve customer s a t i s f a c t i o n . Reduce RFC time−to−re sponse
d e f i n i t i o n : AggregatedMeasure{
s c a l e : i n t
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : ConditionMeasure{
meets : StateCondition{
s t a t e : a c t i v e
appl iesTo : a c t i v i t y ana lyse RFC
}
}
}
t a r g e t : 2 RFCs
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : a c t i v e
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Weekly . dayOfWeek : f r i d ay
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI7
name : Number o f RFCs per type o f change
re latedTo : RFCManagement
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goa l s :
d e f i n i t i o n : AggregatedMeasure{
s c a l e : map
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : CountMeasure{
when : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : r e g i s t e r e d
appl iesTo : dataObject RFC
}
}
isGroupedBy : type o f change
}
t a r g e t : ComposedTarget [
c o r r e c t i v e −20 RFCs
evo lu t iv e −30 RFCs
pe r f e c t i v e −20 RFCs
]
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Monthly . dayOfMonth : 25
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
comments : the i d e a l s i t u a t i o n i s that c o r r e c t i v e RFCs tend to zero
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI8
name : Number o f RFCs per p r o j e c t
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s :
AggregatedMeasure{
s c a l e : map
unitOfMeasure : RFC
aggregat ionFunct ion : sum
aggregate s : CountMeasure{
when : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : r e g i s t e r e d
appl iesTo : dataObject RFC
}
}
isGroupedBy : p r o j e c t
}
t a r g e t : ComposedTarget [
RR.HH−50 RFCs
Diraya−60 RFCs
Pharma−1 RFCs
]
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Monthly . dayOfMonth : 25
]
}
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r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
}
PPI{
i d e n t i f i e r : PPI9
name : Average l i f e t im e o f an RFC
re latedTo : RFCManagement
goa l s : Reduce RFC time−to−re sponse
d e f i n i t i o n :AggregatedMeasure{
s c a l e : f l o a t
unitOfMeasure : day
aggregat ionFunct ion : average
samplingFrequency :
aggregate s : TimeMeasure{
from : TimeInstantCondition{
changesToState : t r i g g e r e d
appl iesTo : event Receive RFC
}
to : TimeInstanceCondit ion {
changesToState : completed
appl iesTo : pool RFC management
}
}
}
t a r g e t : 3
scope : ComposedFilter{
And [
ProcessStateFilter . p r o c e s sS ta t e : f i n i s h e d
T ime f i l t e r . p e r i o d i c i t y : Monthly . dayOfMonth : 25
]
}
r e s p on s i b l e : Planning and Qual i ty Manager
informed : CIO
}
Appendix B. OCL Constraints
This section provides the complete set of OCL invariants for the PPINOT
metamodel presented in Section 3
OCL Constraint 1 AggregatedMeasures can only aggregate single-instance
measures, that is a BaseMeasure or a DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure.
context AggregatedMeasure inv:
self.aggregates.oclIsTypeOf(BaseMeasure) or
self.aggregates.oclIsTypeOf(DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure)
OCL Constraint 2 DerivedSingleInstanceMeasures are calculated by
using single-instance measures in their mathematical functions, i.e.,
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they can only be calculated by using BaseMeasures and/or
DerivedSingleInstanceMeasures.
context DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure inv:
self.uses->forall (v: Variable |
v.refersTo.oclIsTypeOf(BaseMeasure) or
v.refersTo.oclIsTypeOf(DerivedSingleInstanceMeasure))
OCL Constraint 3 DerivedMultiInstanceMeasures are calculated by us-
ing multi-instance measures in their mathematical functions, i.e., they
can only be calculated by using AggregatedMeasures and/or
DerivedMultiInstanceMeasures.
context DerivedMultiInstanceMeasure inv:
self.uses->forall (v: Variable |
v.refersTo.oclIsTypeOf(AggregatedMeasure) or
v.refersTo.oclIsTypeOf(DerivedMultiInstanceMeasure))
OCL Constraint 4 AggregatedMeasures that aggregates ConditionMeasures
can only use the aggregation function sum.
context AggregatedMeasure inv:
self.aggregates.oclIsTypeOf(ConditionMeasure) implies
self.aggregationFunction = AggregationFunction::sum
OCL Constraint 5 The BPElements to which a DataPropertyCondition
can be applied in BPMN are: dataObjects.
context DataPropertyCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(DataObject)
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Appendix C. OCL Constraints for BPMN binding
The following constraints are defined for the case where BPMN is used
to define business processes, defining thus the specific bp elements and their
states.
OCL Constraint 6 The BPElements to which a TimeInstantCondition
can be applied in BPMN are: activity, pool, event and dataObjects.
context TimeInstantCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Activity) or
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Pool) or
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Event) or
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(DataObject)
OCL Constraints 7-8 Depending on the type of bp elements, the possible
states that are considered for tTimeInstantConditions are specified
in the two following constraints. The states of dataObjects, as stated
in Section 3, are defined by the user in the BP diagram.
context TimeInstantCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Event) implies self.changesToState = ‘‘triggered’’
context TimeInstantCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Activity) implies
(self.changesToState = ‘‘ready’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘active’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘withdrawn’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘completing’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘completed’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘failing’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘failed’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘terminating’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘terminated’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘compensating’’ or
self.changesToState = ‘‘compensated’’)
OCL Constraint 9 The BPElements to which a StateCondition can be
applied in BPMN are: activity, pool, event and dataObjects.
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context StateCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Activity) or
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Pool) or
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Event) or
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(DataObject)
OCL Constraints 10-11 Depending on the type of bp elements, the pos-
sible states that are considered for tStateConditions are specified in
the two following constraints. The states of dataObjects, as stated in
Section 3, are defined by the user in the BP diagram.
context StateCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Event) implies self.state = ‘‘triggered’’
context StateCondition inv:
self.appliesTo.oclIsTypeOf(Activity) implies
(self.sToState = ‘‘ready’’ or
self.state = ‘‘active’’ or
self.state = ‘‘withdrawn’’ or
self.state = ‘‘completing’’ or
self.state = ‘‘completed’’ or
self.state = ‘‘failing’’ or
self.state = ‘‘failed’’ or
self.state = ‘‘terminating’’ or
self.state = ‘‘terminated’’ or
self.state = ‘‘compensating’’ or
self.state = ‘‘compensated’’)
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OLT_Highlights_EP_2012.txt
We developed a numerical model to find the output solution of an APM fiber laser 
of two-coupled linear cavities.
Numerical results are analyzed for different cavities lengths.
Experimentally we found a relation between the pulse repetition frequency and the
cavities lengths.
Dependence of the time pulse width with the repetition frequency was confirmed 
for an reflectivity value.
We found a very good correlation between experimental and simulations results.
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